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UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON & CITYFOLK PRESENT CHINESE MUSICIAN GAO HONG, 
WHO WILL PLAY THE PIPA, A RARELY HEARD TRADITIONAL INSTRUMENT 
DAYTON, Ohio - Gao Hong was 12 years old and China was in the midst of the 
Cultural Revolution when she would practice the pipa, a traditional Chinese instrument, in a 
dank, sooty furnace room. Hong was 400 miles from home and a member of a traveling song 
and dance troupe when she first became a noted player of the pipa. 
Hong, an internationally acclaimed musician who plays in such prestigious venues as 
the Lincoln Center and Smithsonian Institute, will bring the sounds of this rarely heard 
instrument to the University of Dayton. She'll perform with master flutist Chen Tau at 8 p.m. 
Friday, Nov.14, in Sears Recital Hall in the Jesse Philips Humanities Center on UD's campus. 
Gao Hong and Chen Tau's concert is the second in the three-concert World Rhythms 
Series, a new arts event launched this fall. The series is a collaboration between the University 
and CITYFOLK, a Dayton-based organization that presents traditional and ethnic arts. 
"The pipa has very special sounds, ones other instruments cannot play," Hong said. 
"Not many Americans know about Chinese music. But here in the U.S., people really like the 
pipa." 
The pipa is a four-stringed, pear-shaped lute introduced to China sometime between 200 
B.C. and 200 A.D. Its kinship to the guitar, one of the United States' most popular instruments, 
has contributed to the warm reception it has received by North American audiences. 
Hong, one of a handful of the pipa's greatest players, has long been an acclaimed 
musician. In 1984, she won first prize in the Hebei Professional Young Music Performers 
Competition. Two years later, she was one of only two pipa players accepted at China's premier 
school of music, the Central Conservatory in Beijing. 
Since then, she has won numerous awards and fellowships, played on seven recordings 
and at festivals across the world, taught hundreds of workshops, and given numerous lectures 
at colleges and universities. In 2001, she was the first musical performer to be awarded a second 
McKnight Fellowship for Performing Musicians from the McKnight Foundation, a private 
philanthropic organization serving Minnesota, where Hong now lives. 
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Hong also has taken the pipa in new directions, collaborating with symphony 
orchestras, an Indian sitarist, flamenco guitarist and mime troupe, among others. She regularly 
performs with the multiethnic groups Speaking in Tongues and Blended Cultures Ensemble 
and has fused jazz with her pipa playing, performing with such noted jazz musicians as flutist 
James Newton. 
Like Hong, Chen Tau is a master instrumentalist who has toured extensively throughout 
the world and is a graduate of the prestigious Central Conservatory in Beijing, where he also 
was an associate professor. 
The New York Times called Tau a "poet in music" and his playing "a miracle of the 
oriental flute." He plays a variety of traditional Chinese flutes, including the dizi and the xiao, 
both made of bamboo, and the xun, a clay vessel flute developed 7,000 years ago. Tau also has 
played in such films as "Seven Years In Tibet." 
Following Hong and Tau's performance and wrapping up in the World Rhythms Series 
will be the Paris-based octet Les Yeux Noirs. The group will perform its unique combination of 
Gypsy and Jewish music, playing traditional and original songs, on Saturday, Feb. 7, 2004, in 
the Kennedy Union Boll Theatre on campus. 
A gr·ant from the Montgomery County Arts and Cultural District helped make the 
World Rhythms Series possible. 
Tickets are $15 each. Contact CITYFOLK at (937) 223-3655. 
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For media interviews, contact UD Manager of Arts and Cultural Events Barbra Lupp at 
(937) 229-2787 or via e-mail at barbra.lupp @notes.udayton.edu or Dave Barber, CITYFOLK's 
director of programs, at (937) 223-3655 or via e-mail at dbarber@cityfolk.org. For more on Gao 
Hong, see www.chinesepipa.com. For more on the World Rhythms Series, see 
http: I I artsseries. udayton.edu. Download a print-quality image of Gao Hong and Chen Tau at 
www.cityfolk.org by clicking on "for the media" at the bottom of the Web page. 
